Global optimization of proteins using a dynamical lattice model: Ground
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nal   complexity   in   continuous   space 
protein   models.   Their   variants   with 
space   discretization   are   called   high 
coordination lattice models [1]. Alterna­
tively, simple lattice models are widely 








12   for   the   standard  3d   lattices.  Using 
simple   lattice  models,   one  may   study 
the   qualititative   behaviour   of   protein 
folding  and  dynamics.  However,   these 
models   restrict   the   finding  of   the   real 
three­dimensional   structure   because  of 
rigidity   in   the   underlying   crystalline 
(predefined) lattice. We propose a dyna­









ced  discrete   state  models  are  done  by 
Park and Levitt [3] without considerati­




ting   sequences   of   nitrogen   (N),   carbon 





Å,   N­Cα  =   1.47   Å.   Additionally,   the 





tive   to   the  preceding  amino acid   is  de­
termined by three angles: ϕ, ψ, ω. Apply­




another.   We   extract  q  relevant   corre­
lations   per   amino   acid   by   a   cluster 
analysis   over   angle   pairs   (ϕ,ψ)   from   a 





























The   side   chains   are   modeled   by   hard 
spheres  with   volumes   corresponding   to 
the  Van­der­Waals   volumes   of   the   real 
side chains. The centres of the spheres lie 
on the straight line Cα­Cβ  (in the case of 





is   selected  according   to   the CORN law 
[7].  To account for volume exclusion of 
the   protein   backbone,   we   choose   an 















ground state,  which minimizes   the  total 
energy of a DLM protein with  n  amino 
acids
with  i , j1, i j−1 .  This was done 
using an algorithm of discrete optimiza­
tion.  In  the second stage,  we extended 
the   method   to   access   the   exact   low­
energy landscape. 
The  method   is   based   on  branch­and­
bound and was applied first to a magne­









In   the   language   of   Statistical   Physics, 
the  proposed  model   is  equivalent   to  a 
''mixed  q­state Potts glass'' with 20 dif­




First,   we   tested   the   model   and   the 
optimization algorithm for small prote­
ins.  We found,  e.g.,   a   right­handed  α­




stucture,   the   DLM   ground   state   of 
compstatin is shown in Fig. 2 in compa­
rison  with   the  corresponding   structure 









The   result   for   the   chain  A  of   insulin 






chain   is   computed   in   absence   of   its 
companion. Consequently, the non­bon­
ded cysteines in our model would form 
disulfide   bonds   within   the   chain, 
causing  distortions  with   respect   to   the 
expected   spatial   structure.   To   avoid 
these distortions,  we have switched­off 














lth  neighbor   of   each   amino  acid   along 
the chain, the summation in eq. (2)  has 












on at  right  sequential  positions.   In  the 
considered case of a relatively stretched 














the  DLM ground­state   structures  with 
experimental results, we have calculated 
the RMSD (root mean square deviation) 
with respect  to   the  Cα  atoms (Tab. 2). 
Obviously,   it   cannot   be   the   aim   of   a 
coarse­grained model with only few de­
grees   of   freedom   per   amino   acids   to 
compete  with   the  accuracy  of  modern 
programs of structure prediction. On the 
other  hand,   the  relevance of   the  DLM 
structures   are   underlined   by   relatively 
good RMSD values. In many cases, the 




PDB code                  name  n  RMSD RMSDest
1AL1 ­helix proteinα 13 1.98 0.94
1A1P compstatin (Fig.2) 14 2.46 2.20
1AKG conotoxin 17 3.21 2.83
1L2Y trp cage (Fig. 5) 20 5.90 2.58
1L2Y trp cage (qav = 3.0) 20 3.73
1D9J cecropin­magainin hybrid 20 4.58 3.10
1B19:A insulin A (Fig. 3) 21 5.65





1AML Alzheimer A4, l = 7 (Fig. 4) 40 5.99 5.64
Table 2:   RMSD (in  Å, calculated according to [12]) for comparison of some 













ins.  So,   it   is  of  great   interest   to  study 
post­optimal states, which can be candi­
dates for misfolded conformations.  For 






information   of   the   model   protein: 
energy,  conformations  and all  possible 
transitions between them.







the   ground   state.   The  Hamming   distance 
denotes the number of amino acids, whose 
'Potts state'  differs from its  'Potts state'  in 




are   given   in   the   insets   showing   different 
helical contents in different regions of the 




the   characteristics   of   this   protein.   In   yet 






the   helical   content   and   the   Hamming 
distance with  respect   to   the  ground state. 
There   are   three   attracting   basins:   the 
ground   state   basin   and   two   competitors, 
where the ground state is dominating. The 
latter   is   in   good   agreement   with   expe­
riments   showing   a   fast   folding   time   and 
with other  recent  simulations.  The appea­




of   states  and   the  possible   transitions   into 




state   model   for   proteins.   Contrary   to 
models using simple regular lattices, the 
discrete   lattice   sites   in   the   proposed 
model   are   dynamically   created   in 
dependence   upon   the   amino   acid   se­
quence. As a result, one can obtain re­
presentative spatial  structures of prote­
ins.  We  have   shown   that  most   of   the 
DLM ground state structures correspond 
to a high degree with the measured na­





It   is   shown   that   complete   low­energy 
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